
Chapter 9 Exam Review 



LDCs remain poor because they are continually 
exploited by MDCs seeking resources and labor. 

  

The statement above represents what school of 
thought when it comes to development? 

• Modernist Theory 

• Dependency Theory 

• Neoliberal Counterrevolution 

• Sustainable Development 



Identify the types of jobs pictured below. 



Which 4 factors are included in the Human 
Development Index (HDI)? 



What do the letters GDP stand for and explain 
what GDP is. 



Most jobs in less developed regions come 
from which sector?  What would happen to 

these jobs as industrialization increases? 



Advisors to the president would hold positions 
in which job sector? 



Why are the following known as             
“Asian Tigers or Dragons”? 



The UN uses social, demographic, and 
economic factors to determine which 

countries are more developed.    

What is this ranking system called? 

Human Development Index (HDI) - 2010 Rankings 

 



List reasons why an “informal sector” is part of 
many economies in LDCs. 



List and explain the 5 stages of Rostow’s 
development model. 



Name the type of policies used by the 
World Bank to help developing countries 

such as… 

a) selling off public resources 

           b) increasing taxes 

           c) reducing costs & service 

           d) charging more for government    
          services 



The ______________ model assumes that 
every country can develop along  the same 

path as Western Europe and North America 
did during the Industrial Revolution 



The ______________ model assumes that less-
developed countries are withheld from growth 
by restrictions built into the global economy  



Wallerstein’s world systems analysis states that the 
world’s states must be seen as part of a global 

capitalist economy.   

Into what three parts or tiers does he divide all 
states? 

Wallerstein 



Food courts found in malls are a great example of 
agglomeration.   

Explain agglomeration and why its effects are 
normally beneficial. 



Rank the following world regions according to their  
HDI number. 

_____  The Middle East 

_____  Anglo-America 

_____  Eastern Europe 

_____  Southeast Asia 

_____  Sub-Saharan Africa 

_____  Latin America 

_____  Western Europe 

_____  The South Pacific 



Why do US companies like Chiquita and Maxwell 
House have many of there processing facilities 

located in Latin America? 

What do we call these type of companies? 

Chiquita Brands International, Inc 
Cincinnati, Ohio 



How do core - periphery models attempt to 
explain development worldwide? 



Why is employment data in many large urban area 
located in the periphery (LDCs) incomplete? 



As a country develops, why is there a drop in the 
number of people involved in agriculture? 

Urban Migration 



In Africa, the largest number of people are involved in 
which job sector? 



Since the 1960s, has the gap between rich and poor 
countries grown farther apart or come closer together? 

GDP per capita – 1960 
Richest/Poorest States 

 

United States   $2,881 

Lesotho        $40 

GDP per capita – 2006 
Richest/Poorest States 

 

Luxemburg   $89,563 

Burundi    $102 

G8 Countries 



Analyze the following maps.                               
What conclusion(s) do you reach? 



According to Rostow’s modernization model, what is a sure 
sign that country has reached economic maturity? 



Look at the scatter graph below.  Do countries like 
Poland, Cuba, and Moldova rank higher in Human 
Welfare or Economic Development?  Explain why. 
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Why do countries like Saudi Arabia and the 
UAE rank higher in economic development? 



What are the long-term consequences for countries 
that invest heavily in economic development at the 

expense of taking care of their people? 

Cape Town, South Africa 

Outside of Cape Town, South Africa 



What problem would countries face that invest too 
much in the welfare of their people at the expense of 

economic development?  

? ? 



All of the following pictures resent jobs found in the 
central Africa country of Gabon.  Why are these 

primary sector jobs an example of neocolonialism? 



Where are most of China’s special economic 
zones located?  Explain why. 



The Chinese economy is transitioning from a 
________ economy to a _________ economy. 

What economic model has it chosen to follow? 



What effects has the change from a centrally 
planned (command) economy to a free 

market (capitalistic) economy had in China? 



Hong Kong and Macau are Special Administrative 
Districts within China that are allowed certain 

democratic freedoms NOT found in the rest of 
China.  Explain the history behind this. 

Hong Kong 
Macau 



Areas on China’s periphery where one might find large ethnic groups 
other than Han Chinese are sometime given limited soveignty.                                               

What name is given to these special areas? 



What things will LDCs like Gabon need to 
do in order to become more developed? 



On a polar projection, where do more developed regions 
tend to be located?  



Why can people in MDCs get more done than people in 
LDCs? 



Why did the Soviet Union and the United States become 
world powers after WWII? 



Describe the difference between eastern & western Europe 
during the Soviet era. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/02/Cold_war_europe_military_alliances_map_en.png


What is Japan’s most important resource? 



Why have many multinational corporations moved their 
manufacturing facilities to... 

Taiwan? Singapore? 

Hong Kong? South Korea? 



How does the self-sufficiency approach to economic 
development differ from the international trade approach? 



What terms are used to describe rich and poor countries.  
Where are the poorest states of the world found? 



As China transitions into a capitalist economy, which sector 
of the job market seems to be growing?  Describe  what 

kinds of jobs are involved. 



Which states in Western Africa are dependent on the 
production of cocoa for the world market? 



Approximately what percentage of the world’s oil is 
produced in the Persian Gulf region? 


